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ISSUE 47

What To Wear Under There? SUPPORTABLES®

Splash into summer with a few of our fan-favorite fashion solutions. Know someone planning 
a wedding? We know what's tops on her list, the wedding dress ! Help her pick her favorite 
style with Reveal II Cleavage Galore, a must-have 5-way, backless, strapless, silicone bra. Wear 
with the clip for added cleavage or without the clip for a daring deep-plunge style. 

Time to pump up the volume and rock the hottest swimsuits with our soft and silky
Swim Shapers enhancement pads.

To the ladies wanting to reduce and expand the size of their favorite bras, we suggest the 
multi-functional Bra Back Band Reducer and Extender ; guaranteed to give new life to their 
tried-and-true bras. 

Your friends at Supportables…

SPLISH SPLASH! SUMMER 2022

https://www.supportables.com/
https://www.instagram.com/supportables/?hl=en
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EDITOR’S SPOTLIGHT

Davina & Micky

The one-and-only Breathable Silicone Enhancers! 
Designed with hundreds of small holes throughout, 

they allow air and moisture to pass through for the most 
comfortable fi t.  

Th ese lightweight enhancers instantly add lift, cleavage 
and a full cup size.

THE FIRST BREATHABLE
SILICONE ENHANCERS
Flirty Pads

Color Block Styles Monochromatic Styles

trendy yellow suit

chunky sneakers

all white

or

in color

oversized dress

Notes from Notes from 
the Editorthe Editor
Notes from 
the Editor

 FASHION TRENDS TO 
REVIVE YOUR WARDROBE

Voluminous Silhouettes 

large puff y sleeves

wide pants

https://www.supportables.com/
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EDITOR’S PICK

ADHESIVE BRA
The original stick-on-bra.

D are to wear that favorite fearless fashion with the one-and-only 
Adhesive Bra! It’s the original backless, strapless, stick-on-bra 

that does it all – reliably supporting women since 1985. 

Wear this featherweight fashion solution with open-back, strapless 
and backless styles. Plus, this bra can be custom cut and worn with 
various necklines.

Open-back 

or backless 
styles!

https://www.supportables.com/
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EDITOR’S PICK

NEW

Bra too LOOSE 

or too TIGHT? Braza has 

the solution!

Pulling Double-Duty

BEFO
RE

AFTE
R

make bra 
band up to 2” 

smaller 

Ladies, this is the only bra extender on the planet 
    that is also a bra back band reducer.

For those who need to expand their favorite bras and reduce the size of others, this is a no-brainer! It does it all 
and the price is so aff ordable. Get more mileage out of those favorite bras and take a cruise with the money saved.

Th e Bra Back Band Reducer is so versatile that it 
can double as an extender!

Simply thread the reducer through the bra band. 
However,  to use as an extender, clamp down 
slightly above the first set of eyes.

1) Can REDUCE the length of the bra back band.     2) Can INCREASE the length of the bra back band.

BRA BACK BAND REDUCER
Customize the fit of your bra.

https://www.supportables.com/
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HERE COMES THE BRIDE

CORSET EXTENDER ®
Add comfort to the corset.

Will not fray 
when cut.

Magicups provide shaping and support similar to a traditional bra 
without a back band. Perfect for wearing backless or sideless 

gowns. Double-sided tapes adhere to the bottom flange 
and inside the cups for 
comfortable and 
reliable support.

Corset Extender to the rescue! Perfect with size 10-,  11-, 
12- and 13-hook corsets. Simply cut on the heat seal line 

for a "no fray" result.  

Available in 3 colors- white, ivory and black. 

extra tapes 
included to reuse

Corset too tight?Braza has the solution!

MAGICUPS ®
Molded Cups

https://www.supportables.com/
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HERE COMES THE BRIDE

W e’ve created the ultimate breast and body tape to 
comfortably support the ladies in all deep-plunge, 

backless and strapless styles.  

BONUS: It’s easy to apply and easy to remove without 
leaving behind a sticky residue.

+

ULTIMATE 
BODY TAPE!
Create reliable support.

https://www.supportables.com/
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Can be used 5 different ways – (with and without clip).

Use 
100 times!

REVEAL ® II CLEAVAGE GALORE
…backless & strapless 
adds enhancement & cleavage.

BALL-OF-FOOT

HEEL  CUSHIONS
HEEL  GRIPS

S earching for a goes-with-everything bra? Find it all with 
 Reveal II Cleavage Galore! This must-have 5-way, backless, 

strapless, silicone bra creates natural shaping and provides reliable 
support. Wear with the clip for added cleavage or without the 
clip with all deep-plunge fashions. Trust us, all ladies need this 
bra in their fashion arsenal! Especially on their wedding day!

A combo of our ultra-absorbent comfort foot 
  pads for the "Brides-to-be". She'll be feeling 

no pain and discomfort when walking down the 
aisle on her special day.

Deep- plunge- 
without clip

Added  
Cleavage

Thin…

so they will fit 

all your shoes.

1 PR. EACH: 
BALL-OF-FOOT,
HEEL CUSHIONS, 
HEEL GRIPS

CINDERELLA KIT
Most popular solutions.

https://www.supportables.com/
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SUMMER LOVIN'

Reusable 
50 times 
or more.

CLEAVAGE GAL ™
Magnificent, strapless 
lace-up enhancement!

Reuse over 
100 times !

NO ADHESIVE! 
SILICONE TOPS
Nipple Covers

super-thin 
edges

W ant sky-high cleavage? Fall in love with Cleavage Gal! One 
of our most often selected backless, strapless, reusable 

silicone bras is tops for providing shape, support and a full cup 
size. Just tighten the laces for 
killer cleavage!

N o Adhesive reusable silicone nipple covers are activated by body 
heat to comfortably stay put all-day. We’ve designed these 

essentials with paper-thin edges to prevent 
show-through and to create a smooth 
look under clothing. 

Before

After

https://www.supportables.com/
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SHE SHELLS ™ 
Sexy Lace-up Enhancement

Reusable 50 times or more.

Use with or 

without laces.

Add a splash of color to a sheer beach dress with She Shells! 
   Th is backless, strapless, adhesive bra adds cleavage, lift 

and shaping when tightening the laces. Available in 4 colors 
(red, blue, beige and black) for a hue that suits your mood. 

https://www.supportables.com/
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SPLISH SPLASH

SWIM SHAPERS  ®
Covered Enhancers

CAMEL~NOT ™
Eliminates Camel Toe

I f she's looking for extra oomph in her favorite bathing suit…
 we suggest trying on Swim Shapers! Our super-silky, super-comfy 

enhancement pads are an instant confi dence boost – in and out of the 
water!  
Plus, they can be sewn into her favorite suit for a permanent solution.

Got camel toe? Camel~Not to the 
rescue! Wear our contoured pad 

to instantly eliminate this embarassing 
fashion faux pas. For all swimsuits, 
leggings, tight pants and more.

Full

Camel~Not

Triangle

Extra double-sided 
adhesives included.

https://www.supportables.com/
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convenient
crack 'n peel liner

Our waterproof, double-sided Swim Companion 
 Flash Tape keeps everything in place – in and 

out of the water.

SWIM COMPANION 
FLASH TAPE ®
Keep your swimwear & 
activewear in place.

https://www.supportables.com/
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DAVINA’S FASHION NOTES

She Shells

Reveal II  
Cleavage Galore – no clip

Swim Shapers

Swim Companion
Flash Tape
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